nature biotechnology volume 28 number 1 january 2010 4 7 r e s o u r c e Structural variation of large segments (>1 kb), including copy-number variation and unbalanced inversion events, is widespread in human genomes [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] with ~20,000 SVs presently reported in the Database of Genomic Variants (DGV) 2 . These SVs have considerabe impact on genomic variation by causing more nucleotide differences between individuals than single-nucleotide polymorphisms 4-6 (SNPs). In several genomic loci, rates of SV formation could even be orders of magnitude higher than rates of single nucleotide substitution 7, 8 . To measure the influence on human phenotypes of common SVs (that is, those present at substantial allele frequencies in populations) and de novo formed SVs, several studies have mapped SVs across individuals. They reported associations of SVs with normal traits and with a range of diseases, including cancer, HIV, developmental disorders and autoimmune diseases [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Although most SVs listed in DGV are presumably common, de novo SV formation is believed to occur constantly in the germline and several mutational mechanisms have been proposed 15 .
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Nevertheless, so far our understanding of SVs and the way we analyze SV maps is limited by the limited resolution of most recent surveys, such as those solely based on microarrays, which have not revealed the precise start and end coordinates (that is, breakpoints) of the SVs. This has hampered our understanding of the extent and effects of SVs in humans, as mapping at breakpoint resolution can reveal SVs that intersect with exons of genes or that lead to gene fusion events 5, 16 .
The lack of nucleotide-resolution maps has further prevented systematic deduction of the processes involved in SV formation, such as whether common SVs emerged initially as insertions or deletions at ancestral genomic loci. Instead, operational definitions have been applied for classifying common SVs into gains, losses, insertions and deletions based on either allele frequency measurements, or the 'human reference genome' (hereafter also referred as the reference genome) that was originally derived from a mixed pool of individuals 17 . Thus, inference of the ancestral state of an SV locus is crucial for relating SV surveys to primate genome evolution and population genetics.
The lack of data at nucleotide resolution has also limited the number of SVs for which the likely mutational mechanisms of origin have been inferred. These mechanisms are thought to include (i) NAHR involving homology-mediated recombination between paralogous sequence blocks; (ii) nonhomologous recombination (NHR) associated with the repair of DNA double-strand breaks (that is, nonhomologous end-joining) or with the rescue of DNA replication-fork stalling events (that is, fork stalling and template switching 18 ); (iii) variable number of tandem repeats (VNTRs) resulting from expansion or contraction of simple tandem repeat units; and (iv) transposable element insertions (TEIs) involving mostly long and short interspersed elements (LINEs and SINEs) and combinations thereof, along with other types of TEI-associated events (e.g., processed pseudogenes).
Finally, owing to the lack of resolution of most SV maps, junction sequences (the flanking sequences of breakpoints) have thus far not Nucleotide-resolution analysis of structural variants using Breakseq and a breakpoint library r e s o u r c e been exploited for testing the presence of SVs in an individual in a similar fashion to the way SNPs can be directly detected by oligonucleotide chips with probes designed for each polymorphism.
Recent advances in microarray technology and large-scale DNA sequencing have paved the way for high-resolution SV maps. To date, nearly 2,000 SVs have been fine-mapped at nucleotide level and efforts such as the 1000 Genomes Project (http://1000genomes.org/), which will soon sequence >1,000 human genomes, might in the near future report many more SVs at such resolution ( Supplementary Fig. 1 ). Thus far, however, no study has leveraged the potential of collectively analyzing breakpoint-level SV data.
Here we present a comprehensive analysis of a library of nearly 2,000 SVs assembled from eight recent surveys that involve individuals from three distinct populations. We demonstrate four uses of the breakpoint library-mapping structural variation at high resolution, revealing ancestral states of variants, inferring mechanisms of variant formation and correlating the inferred mechanisms with DNA sequence features. We found several lines of evidence consistent with a nonuniform distribution of SV formation mechanisms and with locus-specific sequence properties, such as DNA helix stability, chromatin accessibility and the propensity for a DNA sequence to recombine, which may predispose genomic regions to SV-mutational processes.
RESULTS

Generation of a standardized SV breakpoint library
We compiled a set of breakpoints from eight published sources (Fig. 1) . In accordance with a previously proposed operational definition 19 , we defined SVs to be deletions, insertions and inversions reported relative to the reference genome with a size of 1 kb or larger. As our initial library encompassed SVs mapped using different types of evidence, sequencing technologies and genome assembly versions, an essential first step was library standardization. We therefore implemented a computational pipeline for generating a unified, nonredundant breakpoint library (Online Methods).
The pipeline yielded a nonredundant set of 1,889 SVs that were initially annotated as deletions (1, 409) , insertions (419) or inversions (61) relative to the reference genome ( Supplementary  Fig. 2 ). This set, which represents the most exhaustive compilation to date of SV breakpoints in phenotypically normal individuals, is available as Supplementary Table 1 and at http://sv.gersteinlab.org/ breakseq. It also has been deposited into the BreakDB database 20 (http://sv.gersteinlab.org/breakdb).
High-resolution mapping of SVs from short-read sequencing data
Personal genomics endeavors based on next-generation sequencing technology [21] [22] [23] typically detect genomic variation by mapping relatively short sequencing reads directly onto the reference genome. Although many short indels (<1 kb) can be accurately identified with such an approach, SVs >1 kb are commonly missed, or not identified at nucleotide (that is, breakpoint-level) resolution. This is probably because of the difficulty in constructing accurate sequence alignments from short reads (e.g., 36 mers), especially if they involve long sequence gaps or span breakpoints.
We thus devised an approach, BreakSeq, for detecting SVs by aligning raw reads directly onto SV breakpoint junctions of the alternative, nonreference, alleles contained in our library (Fig. 2a , Online Methods). Briefly, the genomic coordinates of each breakpoint in the standardized library are used to extract 30 bp of flanking sequence from the reference genome. These 30-bp flanking sequences are concatenated into 60-bp junction sequences. Thus, a deletion event is represented with a single junction sequence in the library (containing the sequence flanking its single breakpoint), whereas an insertion has both left and right junction sequences (containing the sequence flanking each of its two breakpoints). DNA reads from personal genomes are aligned against the junction sequences. Successful alignment requires a read to overlap a junction sequence by at least 10 bp on each side of the breakpoint. This approach is conceptually similar to using a library of exon splice junctions in transcriptome analyses, which leads to considerably better coverage of alternatively spliced transcripts than restricting the analysis to reference genome sequences lacking splice junctions 24 .
To demonstrate the utility of our approach for mapping personal SVs at high resolution, we mapped short reads from three personal genomes sequenced with Illumina/Solexa technology. These included two previously published genomes 22, 23 from individuals of Nigerian (Yoruba from Ibadan, YRI) and Han Chinese (HCH) origins. The third genome was from a HapMap individual of European ancestry (CEPH) that was sequenced recently in the pilot phase of the 1000 Genomes Project. To prioritize the SV calls generated by BreakSeq, we developed a scoring system based on supportive read-matches (the number of reads that map to a breakpoint; Online Methods) and distinguished low-support SV calls (with 1 to 4 supportive read-matches) from high-support SV calls. For the HCH, CEPH (NA12891) and YRI (NA18507) genomes, we identified 158, 219 and 179 SVs, respectively (Supplementary Table 2 ). Several SVs were shared among the three, suggesting that they may represent common alleles. For example, among the high-support calls, we found that 57 SVs were shared between the YRI and HCH genomes, 62 between the YRI and NA12891 genomes, 52 between the HCH and NA12891 genomes, and 42 were common to all three genomes.
To validate these results, we used PCR to test 24 insertion and 33 deletion calls predicted in NA12891 relative to the Figure 1 Composition of the SV breakpoint library. SVs in the library were based on different SV-mapping and breakpoint-sequencing strategies. A large fraction (44%) of the breakpoints were based on data generated using 454/Roche sequencing, including resequencing of an individual human genome (Wheeler 21 , 602 SVs) and sequencing of breakpoints in two individuals after high-resolution and massive paired-end mapping (Korbel 5 and Kim 16 , 264 SVs). The remaining 56% of the breakpoints were identified using other approaches, including Sanger capillary sequencing of breakpoints identified by whole-genome shotgun sequencing and assembly of an individual human genome (Levy 44 , 694 SVs), fosmid-paired-end sequencing carried out in multiple individuals (Tuzun 3 and Kidd 6 , 281 SVs), breakpoints mined from SNP discovery DNA resequencing traces (Mills 45 , 98 SVs), and tiling-array-based comparative genomic hybridization followed by breakpoint sequencing (Perry 25 , 22 SVs). Fewer than five breakpoints were reported in two genomes sequenced using short 36-bp reads (Illumina/Solexa) 22, 23 , presumably owing to the complex DNA sequence patterns frequently associated with breakpoints 5, 6, 25 .
r e s o u r c e reference genome (Supplementary Table 3 ). Specifically, PCR amplification of predicted nonreference SV alleles 5 was used as a means for validation. In 48 cases the predicted SVs were validated, and in one case the reaction was inconclusive ( Fig. 2b and Supplementary Fig. 3 ). Furthermore, seven reactions neither revealed the reference allele nor the predicted SV allele. (This primer failure rate can be explained by repetitive and GC-rich sequences that occur in association with SVs.) Finally, in a single case only the reference allele was found, suggesting either a falsepositive prediction or the inability to amplify the event band of a predicted size of 7.5 kb.
We then sequenced 12 of the PCR-validated amplicons with Sanger capillary sequencing and confirmed the predicted breakpoint in all-that is, the Sanger-sequenced junction was identical to that in the library, with few single base-pair differences (presumable SNPs). We also analyzed a panel including nine unrelated CEPH individuals for the presence of six of the sequenced SVs and found that most SVs (four) were present polymorphically, whereas the remaining SVs likely represent rare alleles ( Fig. 2c and  Supplementary Table 3 ). All together, 48 out of 57 predicted SVs (84.2%) were confirmed successfully, and the validation rate was estimated at 98% (48 out of 49) based on the PCR reactions that could be scored, demonstrating high specificity. Notably, as about half of our validated SVs were low-support SV calls, our validations demonstrate that accurate calls are generated both at high- and low-support levels. This suggests that BreakSeq may perform reasonably even in conjunction with lowcoverage sequencing projects. r e s o u r c e with the human reference genome or allele frequency measurements. However, we reasoned that a systematic assessment of SV formation requires an unambiguous discrimination of SV event types-that is, one minimally affected by ascertainment biases. As the human reference genome presumably contains a mixture of common and rare SV alleles, it can serve only as a provisional reference for classifying SVs as insertions or deletions. Likewise, allele frequency measurements are of limited use in the context of classifying SVs into 'gains' and 'losses', as they may be affected by population-specific allele frequencies. In fact, ancestral state assignments facilitate systematic surveys of SVs in the context of studies focusing on human genome evolution, SV formational processes as well as minor and/or major allele assignment (as the ancestral allele often corresponds to the major one). We therefore devised a framework that automatically assigns ancestral states of SV genomic loci based on a comparison of SV breakpoint junction sequence with the corresponding syntenic segments from the chimpanzee, orangutan and macaque genomes. Our approach ( Fig. 3a and Online Methods) involves extracting ± 500-bp flanking sequences around each breakpoint junction, combining them into putative ancestral regions (stretches resembling the allele present in the reference genome and stretches resembling the alternative allele), and then comparing the regions with syntenic primate genome sequences to deduce the most likely ancestral state. We defined SV loci as 'rectifiable' if unambiguous high-quality alignments to putative ancestral regions could be constructed for the loci in any primate genomes.
Inferring
Overall, ancestral states of 1,281 (70%) out of 1,828 SV indel events could be assigned. For the vast majority of these (1,142), the chimpanzee genome contributed to the ancestral state assignment. For an additional 139 cases located in hard-to-align regions in the chimpanzee genome (e.g., sequence assembly gaps), the ancestral state was inferred based on aligning junctions to the orangutan and macaque genomes. After ancestral state assignment, 665 SVs (36%) were classified as insertions and 1,163 (64%) as deletions. Furthermore 925 out of the 1,281 events were consistently rectifiable in at least two genomes. Of those, 420 were consistently rectifiable in all three genomes, with an approximate balance between insertions (212) and deletions (208) (Fig. 3b) . We note that this balance differs substantially from earlier provisional SV classifications, which were strongly biased toward deletions, probably owing to the difficulty of many SV detection approaches in identifying insertions relative to the reference genome.
Inferring mechanisms of SV formation
Breakpoint junction sequences can also be used to deduce the molecular mechanisms of origin for SVs. To systematically classify SVs in our library, we evaluated previously reported signatures of particular formation mechanisms (such as VNTR, TEI, NAHR and NHR) with a computational pipeline ( Fig. 4a and Online Methods). TEIs can be identified by the underlying genomic signatures of transposable elements; VNTRs, by underlying tandem repeats and low-complexity DNA; NAHRs, by the extended stretches of high sequence identity at the breakpoint junctions; and NHRs, by events lacking the former patterns. Parameters of the pipeline were chosen so as to yield results comparable to those achieved manually; in this regard, we confirmed the applicability of the chosen parameters by performing a sensitivity analysis (Online Methods and Supplementary Fig. 4 ).
We found, consistent with earlier findings based on considerably smaller data sets 5, 25 , that NHR events constitute the most abundant mechanism of SV formation in the genome (Fig. 4b) . Our analyses inferred NHR as the formation mechanism for nearly half of all SVs in our set (45%), whereas 28% involved NAHRs, 21% involved TEIs, 5% involved VNTRs and 2% were ambiguous (the full list of events is available in Supplementary Table 1) . Although VNTRs have the ability to contract and expand more than a kilobase, most of the 92 VNTRs identified in this study involved simple repeat units <1 kb in size. We thus reasoned that they do not fall strictly into the stringent SV definition given above and excluded VNTRs from most of the remaining analyses below. Additionally, for NAHR and TEI mechanisms, we focused on the high-confidence sets in the analyses unless indicated otherwise (Online Methods).
We then analyzed SV formation mechanisms of 1,281 rectifiable SV-indel events. As discussed above, SVs were provisionally mostly reported as deletions owing to ascertainment biases 5, 16, 21 , regardless of the respective formation mechanisms. For example, despite the fact that retrotransposons are thought to move within the genome by a 'copy-and-paste process' involving reverse transcription of RNA intermediates and insertion of full-length or fragmented mobile Through manual inspection, we found that the remaining transposable element-associated deletions can be reasonably explained as NHR-mediated SV deletions in regions of concentrated transposon annotations, which are difficult to distinguish from retrotranspositions. This shows that using the class name TEI was justified in retrospect, and that our ancestral analysis pipeline is able to produce results consistent with prior knowledge on the formation mechanism of TEI. On the other hand, even after classification by ancestral states, NAHR and NHR events were mostly annotated as deletions (Fig. 4c) , which may be due to biases of these formation mechanisms toward deletions (as previously reported for NAHR 7 ) or due to biases in SV detection methods toward ascertaining deletions in ancestral loci.
Further analysis of TEI events showed that they involved LINEs, SINEs, LTR-elements, composite retrotransposons and processed pseudogenes. Our results show that LINE-1s (L1s) represent the most abundant class at the given size range (>1 kb) as expected 27 , with 71% of the TEIs mediated by LINE/L1 transposable elements. Although many transposable elements in the human genome have lost their ability to retrotranspose autonomously, several full-length elements, including 147 L1s, are still implicated in recent or ongoing retrotransposition activity 26 . Interestingly, our results suggest the possible recent activity in the human population of at least 84 L1 elements, which were reported by our pipeline as 'fulllength' with poly-A tracts and target-site duplications. To the best of our knowledge, 38 of these putative active mobile elements have not yet been implicated with recent L1 activity (Fig. 4b,  Supplementary Table 1 and Supplementary Fig. 5 ). The remaining TEIs include three potential processed pseudogenes that were identified on the basis of their spliced primary transcripts, poly-A tracts and target site duplications (Fig. 4b and Supplementary Table 4) .
We then focused on SVs associated with NAHR and NHR. Because these SVs mostly involve deletions relative to ancestral sequence, we reasoned that they might represent a particularly interesting class of SVs with potential impact on conserved DNA sequence. In fact, we found that 41% and 33% of the NAHR and NHR-based deletions, respectively, intersect with annotated exons from RefSeq genes (Online Methods) and thus may have a functional impact. On the other hand, insertions generated by NAHR or NHR have thus far received little attention, presumably due to difficulties in tracing these. Therefore, we extended our analysis to infer the most likely loci of origin of the inserted DNA sequences for 427 consistently rectifiable insertions (Online Methods). We found that NAHR insertions usually involve nearby sequence stretches stemming from the same chromosome as would be expected from the NAHR duplication mechanism. On the contrary, TEIs were found to originate randomly from inter-chromosomal locations in the genome, probably owing to the nature of retrotransposition of RNA intermediates. Furthermore, NHR-based insertions commonly involve both intra-and interchromosomal rearrangements (Fig. 4d-f) .
Insights into SV formational biases
Finally, we analyzed the relationship between mechanisms of SV formation and sequence features located near to the breakpoints (including chromosomal landmarks, recombination hotspots, repeat sequences, GC content, short DNA motifs and microhomology regions). Briefly, we first extracted the DNA sequences flanking both sides of each breakpoint junction. In the case of insertions, junction sequences included flanking DNA reconstructed from the inserted sequence. We also generated two random background sets, one by randomly picking sequences from the reference genome (global background), and the r e s o u r c e other by randomly picking DNA sequences from the local sequence context specific to each mechanistic class (local background). We then identified sequence features in the flanking regions of each breakpoint and calculated their enrichment with P-values based on randomization tests (Online Methods). We also tested for significant differences between SV formation mechanisms with respect to each feature using a Wilcoxon rank sum test (Fig. 5a and Supplementary Fig. 6 ).
We correlated SVs with chromosomal landmarks and found that NAHR events are significantly (P ≤ 1E-05) more proximal to telomeres and human-chimp synteny block boundaries than the other mechanistic classes. Moreover, we observed that VNTRs are significantly (P ≤ 1E-10) enriched in centromeric and pericentromeric regions, as expected (Fig. 5a) . These results demonstrate a nonuniform distribution of SV formation mechanisms in the human genome (Fig. 4f) .
We correlated SVs with recombination hotspots 28 and observed that they are significantly enriched for NAHR events (1.5-fold enrichment; P = 2.96E-03). Recombination hotspots are typically enriched for segmental duplications 29 , which may act as mediators for NAHR during meiotic recombination. We further observed biases toward recombination hotspots for TEIs (Supplementary Table 5 ), but not for NHR-mediated events. Whereas the accumulation of TEIs might in part be due to the formation of such elements by NAHR-mediated recombination involving interspersed repeat sequence, the lack of an enrichment for NHR indicates that DNA double-strand breaks occurring during recombination might be insufficient for initiating double-strand repair mediated by nonhomologous end-joining.
We assessed associations between SV formation mechanisms and common repeat elements in the genome. For example, NAHR events have previously been reported to be associated with various types of genomic DNA repeats, in particular segmental duplications 5, 6, 16 . After classification of NAHR events by our pipeline, we confirmed that significant (P ~ 0) associations with segmental duplications are present both for NAHR-insertions (3.9-fold) and NAHR-deletions (7.4-fold). Furthermore, we found NAHR significantly (P ~ 0) associated with the SINE/Alu class of mobile elements. On the other hand, LINE elements (both the L1 and L2 classes) were significantly (P ≤ 1E-03) depleted among the NAHR events in our set whereas NHR events did not show significant enrichment (or depletion, except marginally for L2) with genomic repeat-structure (Supplementary Table 5) .
We analyzed various features related to the physical properties of DNA at SV breakpoint junctions. In contrast to NHR, NAHR events were found to be biased toward GC-rich regions (Supplementary Table 5 ). A possible explanation for this bias is the known GC-richness of recombination hotspots 30 , which we found to be significantly (P = 2.96E-03) enriched for NAHR events. Further, our results may indicate SV formation biases owing to DNA duplex stability. We thus extended our analyses by two additional features: DNA helix stability predicted by calculating the average of the dissociation free energy of each overlapping dinucleotide 31 , and DNA flexibility based on the calculation of the average of the twist angle among each overlapping dinucleotide 32 . Our results indicate that in contrast to NAHR, NHR events are associated with high DNA flexibility and low helix stability, both of which are believed to be markers of fragility 33 . This is possibly due to sequence-specific biases for SV formation (Supplementary Table 5 ). We went on to characterize the change of these fragility marker signatures in a region of ± 500 bp around the breakpoint by smoothing the signal with a 50-bp sliding window. Interestingly, we observed that the strength of the marker signatures was most extreme at or very close to the SV breakpoints (Fig. 5b) .
We reasoned that our comprehensive breakpoint junction library may enable us to identify simple DNA sequence motifs associated with SV breakpoints. Thus, we used the MEME tool 34 to carry out a comprehensive search for DNA motifs (6-12 nt, Online Methods) and found a significant enrichment (2.1-fold; P ~ 0) of the dinucleotide repeat (TG) 6 near breakpoints of NHR events, a sequence motif that fits with their relatively neutral GC content as shown above. We further analyzed all the NHR breakpoint sequences and found that the maximum consecutive occurrence of the TG-dinucleotide was 26. The MEME search did not reveal significantly enriched sequence motifs near NAHR or TEI events. Nevertheless, we used the MAST tool 34 to search for the DNA sequence motif 'CCNCCNTNNCCNC' that recently was reported to be associated with chromosomal recombination hotspots 35 , and found a significant enrichment (1.5-fold; P ~ 0) of the motif near NAHR-associated SVs, but not near NHR- or TEI-associated SVs.
Previous studies have observed the occurrence of stretches of short repeating sequences of 2 to ~10 bp (that is, microhomologies) at the breakpoints of NHR events 18, 36 . We used our breakpoint junction library to scan NHR breakpoints for microhomology stretches of different lengths, and observed statistical enrichment relative to a random background (1.4-fold on average; KS test, P = 2.43E-11; Fig. 5c and Supplementary Table 6) as expected. This suggests a strong association of microhomology stretches with SV formation by nonhomologous end-joining 36 or fork stalling and template switching 18 .
DISCUSSION
In this study we presented a comprehensive library of 1,889 nonredundant SVs identified by breakpoint-resolution mapping in eight studies. Our approach, BreakSeq, leverages a breakpoint junction library for SV detection. Whereas other computational approaches for SV detection (such as paired-end mapping 5, 37 , DNA read-depth analysis [38] [39] [40] and split-read alignment analysis 41 ) remain essential for identifying previously unknown SVs (a process that typically involves targeted PCR and sequencing), our approach serves as a tool for rapidly identifying specific SV alleles in personal genomics data. Specifically, by mining personal genomes for sequences present in the breakpoint junction library, BreakSeq leverages alternative, nonreference genomic sequence data to rapidly detect previously described SVs that short-read based personal genomics surveys commonly fail to ascertain. As such, BreakSeq enables a step towards overcoming reference bias, which is the favoring in ascertainment of SV alleles present in the human reference genome sequence.
We foresee that the utility of BreakSeq will increase as data sets grow (e.g., when SV calls from the 1000 Genomes Project are published). As our approach has a linear time complexity (Online Methods), it is easily extendable to larger data sets. In this regard, the size of our junction library currently comprises 0.004% of the reference genome in terms of nucleotide bases, and even a 100-fold increase of its size (>0.2 million SVs; ~10 times of DGV) will result in a data set considerably smaller than the reference genome. Thus, applying BreakSeq in personal genomics studies adds negligible computing efforts (compared to SNP genotyping) and at the same time dramatically improves SV calling. The library will be updated regularly to serve the personal genomics community in enabling precise SV detection with various next-generation sequencing platforms.
In addition to enabling accurate SV mapping, our junction library allows characterizing SV ancestral states. Whereas the ancestral states of SNPs and small indels have been inferred according to ancestral alignments in earlier studies 42, 43 , we here report systematic ancestral state inference for SVs. When applying our new classification approach to 1,281 SVs, we found that overall there is a balance of insertions and deletions, unlike most currently published SV sets that r e s o u r c e display a considerable bias toward deletions. It should be noted that the nonhuman primate genomes used in our ancestral state inference correspond to single animals, which certainly do not represent idealized ancestral genomes. Nonetheless, we reasonably assume that SV loci can be classified at high confidence when ancestral states can be consistently inferred across three distinct primates.
Furthermore, we have developed a computational pipeline for classifying SVs according to their formation mechanisms and for analyzing various DNA sequence characteristics of the affected genomic loci. Together with the ancestral state analysis, this allowed us to analyze SV formation processes with respect to likely ancestral loci, an analysis that revealed some insights into SV formation. For example, our analyses suggest that the physical properties of the underlying DNA sequence influence locus-specific propensities for different SV formation mechanisms. We observed that NAHR-based SVs are associated with a relatively high GC content and with recombination hotspots, indicating that double-strand breaks occurring specifically during meiotic recombination contribute to NAHR-associated SV formation. On the other hand, NHR breakpoint regions appear to have lower DNA stability and higher flexibility, features that may increase the chance of double-strand breaks in general. Overall, our analysis reveals formational biases underlying SV formation and conforms to the fact that NAHR is driven by recombination between repeat sequences, whereas NHR is likely driven by DNA repair and replication errors.
By applying BreakSeq on a large scale, we envisage that it could be used for genotyping and determining SV allele frequencies. In fact, it should be possible to put each of the breakpoint sequences in our library directly onto a commercially available SNP chip, which could be used to precisely assess SV genotypes simultaneously with all of the SNPs in an individual. (This should add only a small number of probes to the ~1 M probes already on commercial chips.)
Lastly, we note that as our approach depends on current SV lists, it is inevitably affected by their existing biases owing to presently applied technologies. Likely biases include the difficulty in mapping insertions relative to the reference genome and in ascertaining SVs in repetitive regions, for example, segmentally duplicated sequences. We anticipate that in the near future, as technologies advance in terms of read-lengths, inherent biases against repeat-rich sequences will be further reduced and the mapping of SVs onto our junction library will further improve, making it essentially comparable to SNP genotyping. In this regard, as thousands of human genomes will be sequenced in the coming years, there will be a huge demand for reliable and accurate SV mapping and SV genotyping.
METHODS
Methods and any associated references are available in the online version of the paper at http://www.nature.com/naturebiotechnology/. Data accession. BreakSeq website (http://sv.gersteinlab.org/ breakseq).
Insertion trace. After rectification based on the ancestral state analysis, all insertions that were consistently rectifiable were aligned onto the human reference genome to scan for the presumable origin of the inserted sequences. Because the inserted sequence of an event rectified from a deletion is already present in the reference genome, any alignments overlapping with >50% of the SV region were discarded and the next best match was chosen. BLAT alignments tracing inserted sequences were required to have a sequence identity >90%. Enrichment calculation. To calculate the enrichment and P-value for each feature and repeat association with breakpoints, a nonparametric randomization test based on sampling was employed. For the observed samples, the exact coordinates of the breakpoints were taken for location-dependent computation and sequences flanking the breakpoints were extracted for sequence-dependent computation. A random global background was generated by randomly sampling a set of coordinates, or sequences with the same length, of the same amount from the reference genome (build 36). Similarly, a local background was generated by randomly sampling in a 10-kb window at the breakpoints. The sampling was repeated 1,000 times with replacement and the observed statistic of the breakpoints was tested against the sampling distribution based on the whole genome. The enrichment value was calculated by comparing the observed statistic over the mean of the statistics of the samplings. Then, the P-value of the enrichment was calculated by counting the number of samplings that yielded a statistic as extreme as, or more extreme than, the observed one. The enrichment was reported as significant for any P < 0.05.
Correlation of chromosomal landmarks. Distance to telomeres was calculated from the midpoint of an SV to the end of the chromosome in the same arm. Distances to centromeres and pericentromeric gaps were calculated from the midpoint of an SV to the closest centromeric or pericentromeric gap boundary on the same chromosome. Distance to the closest synteny block boundary was calculated by computing the distance from each breakpoint to ONLINE METHODS Data preparation. Our initial breakpoint library altogether represented 1,961 SVs identified at high precision based on the Nationl Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) build 36 of the human genome. It was compiled from eight different published sources based on paired-end mapping 5, 16 , fosmidpaired-end sequencing 3, 6 , Sanger capillary sequencing 44 , resequencing of an individual human genome using second-generation sequencing 21 , DNA resequencing traces for SNP discovery projects (support by at least two reads was required for an SV to be included in our data set) 45 , and high-resolution array-based comparative genomic hybridization 25 . For the 253 SVs identified through fosmid-paired-end sequencing 3, 6 , 387 published sequenced clones originally used to identify SVs in NCBI build 35 were realigned to the NCBI build 36 human genome before inclusion in the library. A split-read analysis was then carried out using BLAT to infer the breakpoints of the events. For the 98 SVs from resequencing traces 45 , the liftover tool available at the UCSC genome browser (http://genome.ucsc.edu/) was used to convert the breakpoint coordinates from human NCBI build 35 to build 36. All SVs in our analysis were between 1 kb and 1 Mb in length (that is, we removed events >1 Mb, reasoning that they may be lower in confidence). After accounting for redundancy, our standardized breakpoint library consisted of 1,889 SVs that were used in all subsequent calculations and analyses.
SV mechanism classification pipeline. Four major steps were involved in our procedure to classify SV formation mechanisms. First, SVs were examined for extensive coverage by tandem repeats and regions of low complexity (here, low-complexity DNA refers to micro-satellite DNA, polypurine/polypyrimidine stretches, and regions of extremely high AT or GC content, as defined by the RepeatMasker program; http://www.repeatmasker.org/) to identify instances of expansion or contraction of VNTRs. Second, ±100-bp flanking sequences derived from both breakpoint junctions were aligned against each other to scan for blocks of extensive homology. SVs were classified as 'high-confidence NAHR' if the homologous blocks had a minimum sequence identity of 85%, a minimum length of 50 bp for the identical sequences, a maximum offset of 20 bp between the homologous blocks, correct orientations and covered the breakpoints. SVs displaying at least three but not all of the above criteria were classified as 'extended NAHR'. Third, SVs aligning to known interspersed mobile elements carrying the common diagnostic features of corresponding transposable elements, that is, target site duplications and poly-A tracts 26 , were classified as 'highconfidence TEIs'. Events missing one or more of the diagnostic features were classified as 'extended TEIs'. TEIs were furthered categorized as single transposable element insertions (STEIs) if a single element was involved and multiple transposable element insertions (MTEIs) if multiple elements appeared to be involved. Furthermore, full-length TEIs were discriminated from transposable element fragments and transposable element subfamilies were also recorded. Through identification of spliced protein-coding gene sequences and TEI-diagnostic features, processed pseudogenes likely inserted via a TEI-associated mechanism were also identified. Finally, SVs lacking signatures of any of the above diagnostic sequence features were classified as NHR events.
Sensitivity analysis for the SV mechanism classification. Sensitivity analysis was performed on five key parameters used in the mechanism classification pipeline ( Supplementary Fig. 4) . Classification results were examined as each parameter was varied over a large range while fixing the other parameters at default values. First, the cutoff for the length of homologous blocks in the flanking sequences alignment for classifying NAHR events (NAHRhomolen) was varied from 10 to 150 bp with a step size of 10 bp. Second, the cutoff for the percentage identity of homologous blocks in the flanking sequences alignment for classifying NAHR events (NAHRpct) was varied from 70 to 100% with a step size of 1%. Third, the cutoff for the coverage of VNTR regions in the SV was varied from 0 to 100% with a step size of 5%. Fourth, the window size used to examine the consistency of the transposable element boundary with a breakpoint for classifying STEI and MTEI events (TEIwin) was varied from 10 to 400 bp with a step size of 10 bp. Finally, the gap size used to examine whether adjacent transposable elements can be joined for classifying MTEI events (TEIgap) was varied from 0 to 300 bp with a step size of 10 bp. the closest synteny block boundary and then taking the average for the two breakpoints. Synteny block boundaries were taken from the human-chimpanzee Net alignment file 46, 47 available at the UCSC genome browser and the 'gap' type was excluded from the analysis. A Wilcoxon rank sum test was then done to compare the distance measurements of different formation mechanisms in a pair-wise fashion, followed by a correction for multiple hypothesis testing using the Holm method.
Feature computation. We considered the following features at SV breakpoints in our analysis: GC content, helix stability and DNA flexibility. All features were computed for sequences within 50 bp of the breakpoints or randomly extracted from the genome. GC content was calculated by computing the percentage of guanine and cytosine nucleotides over the given length of the sequence. Helix stability of the DNA duplex was predicted by calculating the average of the dissociation free energy of each overlapping dinucleotide 31 . Similarly, DNA flexibility was estimated by calculating the average of the twist angle among all overlapping dinucleotides 32 . To observe the change of the DNA flexibility and helix stability around a breakpoint, values at each nucleotide were smoothed using a sliding window of 50 bp, which was slid across an interval of 1 kb centered on the breakpoint.
Repeat association. The association of repeat elements and pseudogenes was calculated by intersecting the relevant data sets. Each element was overlapped with a breakpoint and the average number of overlapping elements for all the input breakpoints was calculated. Repeat elements in the human genome build 36 were downloaded from the RepeatMasker track of the UCSC genome browser (March 2006 assembly). Only the elements annotated with repeat classes SINE and LINE were included in this analysis. In total, there were 1,783,897 SINE elements and 1,407,547 LINE elements of which 1,193,509 were Alu elements and 927,909 were L1 elements, respectively. For the pseudogene analysis, we used PseudoPipe 48 to identify pseudogenes in the genome based on the protein annotations in the Ensembl database (release 48). This analysis involved 2,454 duplicated pseudogenes and 10,999 processed pseudogenes.
Motif discovery. MEME was used to discover sequence motifs near SV breakpoints and to generate position weight matrices (PWMs) for significantly enriched motifs. The input data to MEME were sequences of 200 bp centered on the breakpoints. Motif width was allowed to range from 6 bp to 12 bp. For SVs classified as NAHR-mediated we also looked for an overrepresentation of a previously described sequence motif specific to recombination hotspots 35 . The recombination-hotspot motif was converted into a PWM by considering the average genomic frequencies of the four bases ACGT (0.295, 0.205, 0.205, 0.295) and by adding pseudocounts of 1. After identifying the motifs, MAST was applied to search for a motif match in the original set and the global background set. The P-value cutoff for each motif match was P < 0.0001 and a randomization test was performed as described above to calculate the enrichment P-values for each motif.
Microhomology enrichment analysis. The lengths of the microhomology sequences at the breakpoints of NHR-mediated events were compared with the local background and a theoretical distribution. The theoretical expectation was calculated by assuming independence between genomic positions and a uniform distribution of the four nucleotides (ATCG) in the genome. The formula P × (1 − P) 2 × (i + 1) was used to calculate the probability of observing homology of a specific length, where i is the length of homology and P is the probability of observing the same pair of nucleotides at the given genomic positions (that is, P = p(A) 2 + p(T) 2 + p(C) 2 + p(G) 2 and p(A,C,G,T) = (0.295, 0.205, 0.205, 0.295) were estimated from the local background). A one-sided Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (KS-test) was performed to test the enrichment of microhomologies in NHR compared to the local background. The size of the effect was calculated as the fold enrichment of microhomology stretches between NHR and the background.
Mapping SVs with a junction library. The breakpoint junction mapping approach that we developed works as follows. The junction library for SV mapping is created by joining 30 bp flanking sequences on each side of a breakpoint. A deletion event is represented with a single junction sequence in the library, while an insertion has both a left and right junction sequence corresponding to each of its breakpoints. DNA reads from personal genomes are aligned against the junction library. Reads are required to overlap a breakpoint by at least 10 bp on each side. All successfully mapped reads are then aligned against the reference genome. Only those reads that do not map onto the reference genome are labeled as 'unique' in the personal genome; the other reads are labeled as 'nonunique'. A short-read aligner, Bowtie 49 , is used to perform all the alignments (allowing for two mismatches). To score the SV candidates on the basis of supportive hits, the following formula is used:
S T R i i i
= − max ( , log log ) 0 2 2 where S i is the score representing the effective number of hits (supportive hits) in log 2 scale for SV i, with unique and nonunique hits denoted as T i and R i respectively. If T i or R i is 0, the log term is replaced by 0. A score of 1 thus indicates 2 supportive hits, whereas scores >2 (high-support) indicate the presence of >4 supportive hits.
The mapping process showed a linear time complexity in practice. On average, it required 8 h to run our junction-mapping program (open-sourced and available for download at http://sv.gersteinlab.org/breakseq) against a sequenced genome at 40× physical coverage on a 3GHz quad-core computer node with 16GB physical memory. All identified SVs for the YRI and HCH genomes are listed in Supplementary Table 2 ; for NA12891, in accordance with prepublication agreements for 1000 Genomes Project data, we only provide the coordinates of SVs identified on a single chromosome (that is, chromosome 6).
Intersection of the breakpoint junction library with RefSeq genes. RefSeq gene annotations were downloaded from the UCSC Genome Browser. Intersection of the SVs in our breakpoint junction library and RefSeq genes were found by comparing the start- and end- coordinates of the two datasets. For insertion events whose inserted sequences could be traced, the positions from which the insertions were derived were compared to the RefSeq gene annotations. In particular, 60 out of 146 NAHR deletions and 193 out of 580 NHR deletions intersected with annotated exons from RefSeq genes. Insertions were also found to have an impact on coding regions, with 19 out of 51 NAHR insertions and 11 out of 30 NHR insertions intersecting with the exons. These included cases where exons at the insertion site were altered by the insertion event (19 NAHRs and 7 NHRs) and where the inserted sequence was itself derived from exonic DNA (3 NAHRs and 6 NHRs).
PCR validation. We tested by PCR validation 24 insertion and 33 deletion calls predicted in NA12891 relative to the reference genome (Supplementary Table 3) . Specifically, we designed PCR primers as previously described 5 and amplified the predicted nonreference SV alleles. For the PCR, 10ng of genomic DNA (Coriell Institute were used with the SequalPrep Long PCR Kit (Invitrogen) in 20 µl volumes using the following PCR conditions in a C1000 thermocycler (BioRad): 94 °C for 3 min, followed by 10 cycles of 94 °C for 10 s, 60 °C for 30 s and 68 °C for 10 min and 25 cycles of 94 °C for 10 s, 56 °C for 30 s and 68 °C for 10 min (+10 s/cycle), followed by a final cycle of 72 °C for 10 min. Some of the reactions that failed with the SequalPrep enzyme were amplified with the LongAmp Taq DNA Polymerase (NEB) or the iProof High Fidelity DNA Polymerase (Biorad). PCR products were analyzed on a 1% agarose gel stained with Sybr Safe Dye (Invitrogen). Marker M1 was a 100-bp ladder whereas M2 corresponded to a 1-kb ladder (500, 1,000, 1,500, 2,000, 3,000, etc) (NEB). Primers and polymerases are listed in Supplementary Table 3. 
